With lighter evenings there is now the chance to race in the weekday evenings and that’s exactly
what 3 Congleton Harriers did on Thursday 23rd April, as they headed off to Mobberley for the
‘Round the Runway Race’ organised by the Wilmslow running club. From a field of 397 runners, Craig
Hewitt was 72nd in 34:42, Charmaine Wood was 99th in 36:04 and Michelle Matthews was 159th in
39:04, Hewitt and Matthews both raced this last year and were 2:55 and 2:46 quicker this year
which over a 5 mile race is a huge improvement and deserved reward for their 12 months of effort
and dedication.
On Saturday 25th April, Bryan Lomas was taking in two laps of an industrial estate in Wrexham in the
somewhat over grand title of North Wales 10 mile championship road race. No matter what your
standard you always want to better yourself, so Lomas was a little frustrated to finish in 60:56 which
was exactly the same time he recorded for his last 10 mile race, but it gave him 6th place and 2nd in
his age category.
After months of training the time had come when two of the largest Spring Marathons take place, on
April 19th the Greater Manchester marathon had one Congleton Harrier taking part, Felicity Doyle
was among 7,850 runners, a great performance saw her finish in a time of 04:14:46 for a 15th placed
finish in her age category and 4,992nd overall.
A week later and the marathon focus switched to the capital as 6 Harriers took to the streets of
London they were joined by over 37,000 others to take part in the 35th anniversary event. It was a
cold morning hanging around in the starting zones but once the race was underway conditions were
ideal. There was fantastic support along the entire length of the course and running across Tower
Bridge at the halfway point will be a memory for years to come. There were some excellent
performances with Jo Moss running a negative split to come across the line in 03:34:43, this placed
her as 7th fastest lady from a Cheshire club. Phil Dawson who was unsure if he’d compete due to a
catalogue of injuries finished in 03:44:58, Chris Thomas was the next Harrier in 03:50:35, Maria
Jensen realised her goal of breaking the 4 hours barrier finishing in 03:55:34, Robert Soames was
next in 04:16:05 and Paul Birdsall in 05:35:40.
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Back in the North West there was plenty of other running activity to keep people occupied; over on
the blustery coast two Harriers were taking part in the Blackpool Half Marathon, whilst conditions
were warm, it seemed regardless of direction you were always battling a headwind! Rob Parkin and
Andrew Bell both had good runs along the iconic seafront and finished in 274th and 207th respectively
from a field of 938, Parkin in 1:49:55 and Bell in 1:45:31.
Over in the Peak District 266 runners were at the Kinder Downfall Fell race held over 15.4km (9.6m)
with 600m (1,968ft) of climb. In warm Spring sunshine the race attracted two Harriers, Craig Hewitt
and Charmaine Wood. Hewitt finished 73rd in 1:30:13 and Wood in 102nd 1:33:49
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